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SpecificationMain Feature

Team C143 dazzle drive, which is designed with seamless integration rotation model, is easy to use without the trouble of 
losing cap of conventional USB drive. The cap of Team C143, which is formed of high-class stainless steel material, is 
formed perfectly through six precision processes, including precision stamping, grinding and polishing, surface sand-
blasting, high-temperature thermal treatment molding, erosion resistant electrical plating and laser engraving. The body 
is designed with concise and tonal twills to enhance holding tactility of users. The ridge profile, in conjunction with pure 
colors of natural graphite black, lake blue, silk white and amber brown, shows elegant and meaningful features of the 
product. With the non-drop design, you do not have to worry about the loss of cap. The rotational design allows you to use 
it with a single hand. The strap-hole design on the cap is convenient for use with strap.

•Seamless integration rotation design.

•Non-drop and strap hole design.

•Support of hot swapping and plug & play.

•Backward compatible USB 2.0/1.1 
transmission interface

•No external power is necessary.

•Support of power saving mode.
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Interface

Capacity

Hot Plug

Weight

Dimensions

Warranty

USB 3.2 Gen 1 (3.0 / 3.1)[1]

8 / 16 / 32 / 64 / 128GB[2]

YES

15g

53.8(L) x 18.0(W) x 9.7(H) mm

Lifetime warranty

Ordering Information
Team P/NCapacityColor

TC14338GB011

TC143316GL01

TC143332GW01

TC143364GN01

TC1433128GN01

8GB

16GB

32GB

64GB

128GB

[1] According to the latest USB-IF specification that released in 2019. USB 3.2 Gen 1 is equal to the USB 3.1 Gen 1 and USB 3.0.
[2] 1GB=1,000,000,000 Bytes. In OS system, it would be displayed as 1,000,000,000 Bytes/1024/1024/1024 = 0.93GB
※ We reserve the right to modify product specifications without prior notice.
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